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VILLA KUBU
VILLA KUBU IS WHERE GREAT VACATION BEGINS

LOCATION
Villa Kubu is located in a quiet neighborhood in the heart of Seminyak. It's close to Jalan Legian where all
the action takes place. Some of Kuta's renowned beaches are within 15 minutes drive from the villa.
First‐timers or regulars to Seminyak will find themselves in the best possible vantage point to enjoy all
that the hip entertainment district has to offer.
LOOKS
Villa Kubu is a huge compound of 15 exclusively designed villas that fuse tropical nature and comfort in
both traditional and modern architecture. Each unit leaves enough open space to play or lazily bask in
the sun. The open areas are lined with lush tropical gardens. Just like everything else in the compound,
no two gardens in the villas are the same.
ATMOSPHERE
The minute you set foot at Villa Kubu, you will readily feel a cool and relaxing vibe from the combination
of neatly‐arranged plants and earthy architecture. From the Lotus pond out front to the ever smiling
staff every morning, Villa Kubu excels in achieving harmony between man and the environment.

FEATURES
Every villa is equipped with an outdoor bath room, a private pool, kitchen and dining area. There are
one, two, and three‐bedroom villas, each with distinct characteristics, like romantic and honeymoon.
Villa Kubu also offers its own spa service by Spa Venus that provides a range of soothing traditional
Indonesian care and treatment. For guests who want to have a cup of coffee or two outside of their
villas there is a cozy little delicatessen, Cafe Kubu, at the center of the compound that serves breakfast,
lunch, and dinner.
PRICE
Prices range from USD 245++ for a one bedroom pool villa at low season to USD 1450++ for five
bedroom deluxe villa at peak season.
Villa Kubu Jalan Raya Seminyak, Gang Plawa No. 33F ‐ Seminyak, Bali
Reservations hotline: + 62 361 738 905
General line: +62 361 731129
Skype: reception_vk
www.villakubu.com

